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FORT WORTH, Texas — American Airlines began using biometric boarding for customers arriving at Dallas Fort

Worth International Airport (DFW) this week with the launch of the biometric boarding program at its largest hub.

New technology o�ers customers additional convenience and security during boarding at American’s largest hub

FORT WORTH, Texas — American Airlines began using biometric boarding for customers arriving at Dallas Fort

Worth International Airport (DFW) this week with the launch of the biometric boarding program at its largest hub.

American customers traveling on select international departures from DFW Terminal D can now enjoy additional

convenience during the departure process. Instead of scanning boarding passes, the new one-step facial

recognition program will scan and verify a customer’s identity with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) in

seconds at the gate. With this new process, no customer biometrics will ever be stored.

As the largest carrier at DFW, American o�ers 91 daily international departures to 63 destinations worldwide. The

airline plans to expand biometric boarding to nearly 75 international gates throughout Terminals A, B, C and D by

the end of this year.

“American is committed to ensuring that DFW remains a premier gateway,” said Cedric Rockamore, Vice President

of DFW Hub Operations at American. “As its largest hub, implementing new technology like biometric boarding

gives us the opportunity to enhance the airport experience in partnership with CBP. This new technology allows us

to provide a more seamless and modern experience for both our customers and team members.”

When customers begin the boarding process, the facial recognition program will scan an image of their face and
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send it to an existing cloud-based CBP database. The system then instantly matches the image against the passport

photo already on �le with CBP, and, if it sends back a yes, the customer is cleared to board within seconds at the

gate. Otherwise, the agent will simply manually clear the customer using the regular clearance process.

“Facial recognition makes the process for verifying the identity of travelers more e�cient, accurate and secure,”

said Judson W. Murdock II, CBP Director of the Houston Field O�ce. “This technology also enhances the boarding

process for international �ights, which is a win-win for airlines and travelers.”

Agents will continue to ensure customers have their passports with them before departing. Customers with a U.S.

passport may also choose not to use the new system and board with their regular boarding pass.

American implemented a biometric boarding program at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) earlier this year.

The carrier will continue evaluating the program and its potential expansion to more locations and �ights

throughout its global network.

Customer boards �ight at DFW using the airport’s new biometric boarding technology.

About American Airlines Group
 

American Airlines o�ers customers 6,800 daily �ights to more than 365 destinations in 61 countries from its hubs in

Charlotte, Chicago, Dallas-Fort Worth, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, Philadelphia, Phoenix and Washington, D.C.

With a shared purpose of caring for people on life’s journey, American’s 130,000 global team members serve more

than 200 million customers annually. Since 2013, American has invested more than $28 billion in its product and

people and now �ies the youngest �eet among U.S. network carriers, equipped with industry-leading high-speed

Wi-Fi, lie-�at seats, and more in�ight entertainment and access to power. American also has enhanced food and

beverage options in the air and on the ground in its world-class Admirals Club and Flagship lounges. American was

recently named a Five Star Global Airline by the Airline Passenger Experience Association and Airline of the Year by

Air Transport World. American is a founding member of oneworld®, whose members serve 1,100 destinations in

180 countries and territories. Shares of American Airlines Group Inc. trade on Nasdaq under the ticker symbol AAL

and the company’s stock is included in the S&P 500. Learn more about what’s happening at American by visiting

news.aa.com and connect with American on Twitter @AmericanAir and at Facebook.com/AmericanAirlines.
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